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Escape Boating 
crackleback  lite

Tech Specs: 
Available in a range of gel coat finishes.

Escape Boating products are available 
from: 
Escape Boating 
www.escapeboating.co.za

lowrance 
Point-1 GPS Antenna 

Tech Specs: 
10hertz Receiver 

lowrance products are distributed by:
lowrance SA
www.lowrance.co.za

Rapala 
Rig wallet 

Tech Specs: 
Spare wallet sleeves can be purchased 
separately. 

Rapala products are distributed by: 
Rapala VMc 
www.rapalasa.co.za 

Rapala 
Titanium Gloves

Tech Specs: 
one Size fits all. 

Rapala products are distributed by: 
Rapala VMc 
www.rapalasa.co.za 

Ever wanted a fully rigged bass boat but a big boat 
was just out of your budget? Escape Boating’s 
crackleback lite offers all the benefits of a big fiberglass bass boat, but in a 
lightweight configuration that can be launched virtually anywhere from big public 
dams to small farm ponds. The 3,6m hull provides more than enough deck space for 2 anglers with a beam of 
over 2m, and the 3 storage hatches, livewell and dual 8ft rod lockers will have you fishing like a tour pro – albeit 
on a smaller scale.  It is designed to carry both bow and transom mounted electric motors, or a petrol motor 
combination by fitting a tiller control outboard of up to 30hp on the transom. These power combinations means 
you can approach a wide variety of fisheries with ease.  

The lowrance point-1 GpS antenna with built-in compass is now 
available in South Africa. compatible with lowrance lcX, lMS, 

HdS and Touch or Elite-7 models, this advanced antenna offers 
hugely improved accuracy and heading stability even at idle speed. The 

10-hertz receiver updates an amazing 10 times a second, so anglers can fish a single spot or waypoint and no 
longer have to contend with a spinning or North locked chart.  This saves time and endless casting in the wrong 
area. The lowrance point 1 is compact and NMEA 2000® compatible and easily installed anywhere on a vessel.

The revolutionary Rig wallet from Rapala is perfect for the mobile 
bank or boat angler to help organize your tackle easily and to 
keep it handy while out on the water. The Rig wallet opens up as a 
work tray together with a handy 3600 tackle box that fits inside, 
perfect for storing dedicated terminal tackle or accessories, while 
the wallet sleeves make for easy storage of soft plastic baits, spinnerbaits and spare blades. 
The zip seal worm-proof sleeves ensure that baits stay neat, and the hard wearing construction prevents them 
deteriorating from corrosive plastic and salt.  It also has a convenient handle. 

Tight fitting, ultra-thin neoprene gloves perfectly suited for those cold winter 
mornings, the inside of Rapala’s pro wear Titanium gloves are coated with  a 
special titanium coating that reflects and traps body warmth to keep your hands 

warm. Thumb, index and middle finger are exposed for good dexterity, and the  
stretch hook-and-loop adjustable cuff supports and keeps your wrists warm. The ultra-thin 0.5 mm 

neoprene material was used to ensure nimble fishing action
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